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09/14/04 
Falcon 4.0/SP3/FF2 Campaign Mission Report #56 
OPERATION ROLLING FIRE  
DAY 5 – 0915 HOURS 
 
Campaign Status: 
 
Wonsan has remained a thorn in our side since the onset of this campaign. The ATO is 
constantly addressing the airbase at Wonsan, sapping allied air resources, and it is our desire to 
put it out of action once and for all.  
 
Objective: 
 
Our objective for this strike is to completely shut down Wonsan and render the base 0% 
mission capable. Current intelligence estimates Wonsan at a mere 15% operational level, but 
that capability is enough to keep it on the ATO. 
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Planning/preflight: 
 
A detailed study of the Wonsan intelligence will allow us to strike precisely the targets 
necessary to bring Wonsan to the 0% level that we seek. A look at the intelligence indicates 
that while most of the runway segments are destroyed, there remain several runway segments 
and parts of the airbase infrastructure to be destroyed. 
 
Specifically, we must strike these runway areas: 
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Additionally, we must destroy the control tower/administration building complex and the large hangar 
west of it: 
 

 
 
The ammo dump on the eastern edge of the airfield: 
 

 
 
And another hangar on the east edge of the ramp: 
 

 
 
Our 4-ship flight will fly with mixed loads. Tempest 1-1 and 1-2 will carry a mix of Durandals and GBU-
24/GP laser-guided bombs. Our targets will include all runway segments and whatever airfield 
infrastructure the element does not strike: 
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The element (Tempest 1-3 and 1-4) will carry 4 GBU-24/GP laser-guided bombs each, concentrating on 
airfield structures.  
 
We will be flying from Choongwon on this mission and we must be aware that although all of the SA-2 
sites in the Wonsan area have been destroyed, an active SA-3 site lurks just to the north-east of 
airfield. 
 
Debrief: 
 
Our 4-ship flight starts on the ramp at Choongwon, preceded to the runway by Tracker flight, which will 
provide a CAP for our strike: 
 

 
 
When our takeoff time rolls around we take the runway and takeoff in pairs. As I climb out from 
Choongwon I notice the F4SP billboard on top of one of the buildings in town: 
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Climbing out toward Wonsan I turn my navigation lights off, select the counter-measures program I 
desire, and arm my laser for my LGBs: 
 

 
 
Switching to A2G mode I assure my TGP image has an LGB selected and the “L” verifies the laser is 
armed: 
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Taking a glance at my kneeboard I also make a mental note that I’ll be well within range of the SA-3 
site for the duration of the strike: 
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With my engine throttled back slightly it only takes a few moments for the rest of my flight to join on 
my wing for the short flight to Wonsan: 
 

 
 
The air-to-air radar shows a multitude of allied flight on our flight path. The cluster of 4 contacts 
nearest is our CAP flight (Tracker), in front of them is the SEAD of F-16CJs (Warhawk). The jamming 
aircraft are F-15s and various Navy planes while the contacts to the right are A-10s and F-5s pounding 
ground targets near Wonsan. 
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The CAP flight (Tracker) pushes out in front of us, loaded for bear with 6 AMRAAMs each: 
 

 
 
Just outside of 60 miles to the target and the radar threat ring of the SA-3 site appears on the HSD: 
 

 
 
With Wonsan airfield visible in the distance an A-10 rolls in on ground targets just to the west: 
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Inside of 35 miles I pull up my A2G radar which is slaved to the strike steerpoint putting the TGP 
crosshairs dead center on the airfield. At maximum zoom (EXP) I can clearly make out the airfield but 
targeting must wait until I’m a bit closer: 
 

 
 
Meanwhile the A-10s and F-5s continue pounding targets south of Wonsan: 
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At around 20 miles the TGP resolution is high enough to start designating targets for my wingmen. I 
settle my cursor on the westernmost hangar and hand that target off to my wingman (#2) knowing 
that the AI will drop 2 LGBs on it, assuring the hangars complete destruction: 
 

 
 
Slewing my crosshairs to the far end of the ramp I hand off that hangar to the element (#3 & #4) and 
order them to engage it: 
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With 12 miles to go to the target I settle the TGP image on the combined tower/administration building 
as my target: 
 

 
 
Peering through the HUD I can hear the calls of the SEAD flight as they are attacking ground threats. 
7.8 miles to go, 16 seconds to bomb release: 
 

 
 
After the DTOS cue disappears I press and hold the pickle button for the 7 or 8 seconds until the 
release cue hits the flight path marker and I hear the thunk of the bomb releasing: 
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I enter a gentle right turn away from the high threat SA-3 site and my bomb tracks toward the control 
tower as the laser fires: 
 

 
 
Boom! Direct hit! Air traffic control is going to need a new building! 
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With my TGP image still up on the right MFD a second or two passes and then there is a huge flash 
from the other hangar as my wingman’s bombs rip it apart: 
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My wingman zooms upward with the smoke from our initial strike wafting over the airfield: 
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Unfortunately the element missed their target as I see the explosions of their bombs hitting the 
runways instead of the hangar I designated for them. Climbing out to the east over the ocean I order 
the flight to rejoin to plan our second run at the airfield. Casually querying AWACS I’m surprised to 
hear them give me a steer for a target! With all the allied air power in the vicinity I wouldn’t have 
guessed anything could penetrate our immediate area. 
 
Turning to the bearing I switch to air-to-air mode and quickly identify the intruder on the radar at 20 
miles, 18-thousand feet: 
 

 
 
This poor, hapless Su-25 is working his way south without any air-to-ground ordnance, but he is 
sporting a couple IR missiles under his wings. Has the DPRK stooped to sending attack aircraft south to 
attempt to spoil our strikes??! 
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I give my flight the weapons hold command and indulge the Su-25 in a duel. With only heaters on my 
own wings it will be a close in fight. The range closes quickly and soon the seeker tone on my AIM-9 
starts growling loudly as the seeker diamond tracks across the HUD: 
 

 
 
The Su-25 senses the danger and starts breaking as I call Fox-2! 
 

 
 
It’s a hit!  
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The small warhead on the Sidewinder isn’t enough however and the Frogfoot recovers and continues 
his turn to the north. At near minimum range I fire a second Sidewinder to finish him: 
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With the skies clear I reassemble my flight and we turn back to the task at hand. Resetting my ground 
radar and TGP image I slew the cursors onto the next target on the list, the ammunition depot. 
Figuring this is a relatively hardened target I hand the depot off to the element (#3 & #4) assuring 
that at least 4 bombs will rain down on it: 
 

 
 
With my wingman still carrying Durandals I designate one of the segments of runway that needs to be 
struck and hand it off to him: 
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Not remembering if I gave my flight the “weapons free” command after reigning them in during the air-
to-air engagement I issue that command. My wingman swoops down for his Durandal delivery but I can 
see he is off-target as his bombs ripple from under his wings: 
 

 
 
Simultaneously my RWR spikes with the first hint that the SA-3 site is watching us: 
 

 
 
With my wingmen running their attacks I designate the eastern hangar that was missed by the element 
on the first pass: 
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A few seconds later the release cue hits the FPM and the bomb leaves the rack headed for the hangar: 
 

 
 
As my bomb tracks down I can see that my wingmen haven’t been putting in stellar performances. All 
of the large black craters are LGB hits that MISSED their targets! Sure, they hit the runways, which is 
nice, but they were supposed to be hitting hangars and ammo dumps! 
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The eastern hangar must have a force-field around it though because my LGB misses the mark as well 
and lands just wide, cratering the ramp and only slightly damaging the hangar: 
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All of my wingmen have gone “Winchester” and don’t have anything more to contribute to the cause. 
I’m disappointed in their performance after so much designating, but there is little I can do. I resign 
myself to the fact that the hangar and the depot will not be destroyed and give the three wingmen the 
RTB command so that I can continue with my attack on the airfield without endangering them. 
 
With all my LGBs gone I pull up my Durandals and have them set to come off one at a time for my 
attacks on the individual runway segments: 
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The first pass will be down the runway with the displaced threshold and I turn on a base leg toward the 
runway: 
 

 
 
Screaming downhill I bump the speedbrakes out briefly to keep my speed around Mach .9 to prevent 
myself from overstressing the airframe and hold my breath while the altimeter unwinds. I know down 
low everyone with a pea-shooter will be taking shots at me, nevermind the SA-3: 
 

 
 
Concentrating on the sight picture I wait for the CCIP marker to pass over the second displaced 
threshold arrow and I jab the pickle button sending a single Durandal off the rack: 
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The Durandal pops out behind, the chute deploys and the rocket motor fires driving the warhead into 
the runway. Close enough for government work, the crater appears just to the right of the aiming 
point: 
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Continuing down the runway and past the airport boundary at low level I pull up, execute a half Cuban-
8 and rocket back down toward the runway in the opposite direction to strike the area between the 
runway numbers and the threshold markings: 
 

 
 
As the CCIP marker hits the target area I hit the pickle button and inadvertently hit the trigger button 
as well, sending a little burst of 20mm across the airfield. The DPRK troops must think I’m a nutty pilot 
strafing the airfield like that! 
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On the same pass I drop another Durandal near the runway intersection (the spot my wingman missed 
on his one and only pass): 
 

 
 
As I climb away from the airfield once again a few scattered puffs of AAA follow me up, but nothing 
serious. Reversing yet again I come down the chute to place a Durandal on the other runway end 
between the numbers and the threshold markings, very near the first pass aiming point (the 
displacement arrows): 
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Again a little light AAA puffs around me as I pull off and look over my shoulder to set up for 2 passes 
down the other runway to hit the runway ends: 
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Two more passes and two more dead center hits: 
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Satisfied I’ve done as much damage as I can do I climb out and head for home. Passing through the 
airspace on a mission to the north a B-52 wings overhead: 
 

 
 
Returning to base I have to offset to the right side of the runway to land on the undamaged portion: 
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Pulling into a spot I’m relieved to see the entire strike force has returned safely as 8 F-16s line the 
ramp. I join the line and pop my canopy: 
 

 
 
Conclusions: 
 
The mission is rated a success. Though the performance of my wingmen wasn’t stellar, they did 
manage to hit a few targets resulting in significant damage. I’ve had good success in directing a flights 
strikes in past missions and I wonder if my “weapons free” command might have confused them into 
striking targets they considered primary instead of the targets I had designated. 
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According to intel the airfield went from 15% to 0%, hopefully removing it from the frag list for awhile: 
 

 
 
BeachAV8R 
 
F4/1.08/SP3 
FreeFalcon 2 
Aeyes 1600 x 1200 super-pit 
Twaelti’s NEW high-resolution tiles 
BMS .99 
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